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Abstract
Solutions for seasonal energy storage systems are essential for the reliable use of
fluctuating renewable energy sources. As part of the research project SKEWS, a
medium deep borehole thermal energy storage system with a depth of 750 m is
under construction at Campus Lichtwiese in Darmstadt, Germany, to demonstrate
this innovative technology. Prior to the design of SKEWS, the geological context in
the surroundings of the project location was investigated using archive drilling data
and groundwater measurements. The geologic survey suggests the assumption that
the uppermost part of the intended storage domain is crosscut by a normal fault,
which displaces the Permian rocks east of Darmstadt against granodioritic rocks
of the Odenwald crystalline complex. A 3D finite-element numerical model was
implemented to estimate the effect of the potentially higher hydraulic conductivity
of the fault zone on the planned storage system. For this purpose, a storage operation
over a time span of 30 years was simulated for different parametrizations of the fault
zone. The simulations reveal a limited but visible heat removal from the storage region
with increasing groundwater flow in the fault zone. However, the section of the
borehole thermal energy storage system affected by the fault is minor compared to
the total depth of the system. This only constitutes a minor impairment of the storage
efficiency of approximately 3%. In total, the amount of heat extracted varies between
320.2 GWh and 326.2 GWh for the different models. These findings can be helpful for
the planning and assessment of future medium deep borehole thermal energy storage
systems in fractured and faulted crystalline settings by providing data about the
potential impact of faults or large fractures crosscutting the storage system.
Keywords: Medium deep-BTES, Fault permeability, Basement rock, FE-model

Introduction
In 2018, the final energy consumption in German households was primarily dominated
by heat consumption, with 68.2% associated with space heating and 1% domestic hot
water production (BMWI 2020). That is why the efficient design of the heat supply using
new technologies is of great importance to reduce fossil fuel consumption and thus
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Much unused potential for heat supply lies in solar
thermal energy and the cogeneration of heat and power (CHP). One problem that lowers
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the potential of these technologies goes back to the significant seasonal variation in
heating demand. Since CHPs are mainly operated to follow the heat demand, the power
plants are throttled during the summer due to the reduced heat demand.
Consequently, the electricity output is reduced as well. Solar thermal energy suffers
from similar problems as not all potential heat can be used due to the low heat
demand during summer. In winter, on the other hand, the heat demand is so high that
it cannot be covered entirely by solar thermal energy and CHP without providing an
uneconomically large excess capacity. For this reason, fossil heat sources, such as boilers,
are still frequently used to cover peak loads (Schaumann and Schmitz 2010). One
solution to this problem is the seasonal storage of the summer excess heat to make it
available for heating during winter.
An innovative technology for seasonal heat storage is a borehole thermal energy storage
(BTES) system, in which the fed-in heat is stored in the natural subsurface. BTES consist of
multiple boreholes that are usually not much deeper than 100 m (Dincer and Rosen 2007).
The boreholes are completed with coaxial borehole heat exchangers, a system of closed
pipes that is backfilled with cement-based grout. By circulating a heat carrier fluid through
the pipes, heat can be conductively exchanged with the subsurface (Reuss 2015). Such
design allows the utilization of a defined subsurface heat storage volume. So far, these systems have relied on comparatively shallow geothermal heat exchangers. A detailed description of existing BTES systems is available in the literature (Gehlin 2016; Welsch 2019).
Medium deep-BTES (MD-BTES) systems are a promising, new approach for the
effective storage of excess heat (Bär et al. 2015). Numerical studies (Welsch et al.
2016) found that MD-BTES can be used to store multiple GWh of thermal energy
per year with a recovery rate of up to 83%. Additionally, an environmental and economic assessment reveals major improvements for CHP-based district heating systems with integrated MD-BTES, reaching a decrease in greenhouse gas emissions of
up to 4% (Welsch et al. 2018). As illustrated in Figure 1, shallow systems often access
the topmost aquifer. Consequently, a thermal impact on groundwater cannot be

Fig. 1 Characteristics of a medium deep borehole thermal energy storage system (modified after Sass et al.
2016)
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excluded (Griebler et al. 2015). The demand to store renewable heat in urban areas
will increase dramatically, so conflict of use of the resources has to be mitigated.
With MD-BTES, the heat is stored in a deeper part of the subsurface, which allows
for the thermal insulation of BTES sections from the groundwater, thus reducing the
temperature increase in the aquifer.
Furthermore, the low permeability of particular deeper formations reduces the
convective water flow-related heat loss. Additionally, MD-BTES requires less surface
space than shallow BTES specifically—a feature particularly helpful in urban areas
(Welsch 2019). Similar concepts also exist for medium deep ATES systems, that can
be utilized to negate the impact on shallow aquifers (Kranz and Frick 2013; Blöcher
et al. 2019). MD-BTES are different from deep borehole heat exchangers (DBHE)
(Kohl et al. 2002) because of their intended purpose and array layout. DBHE may
have a depth between 1 km and 3 km with the main purpose of heat extraction or
extraction with a regeneration phase during the summer (Liu et al. 2020; Luo et al.
2021; Chen et al. 2019). In contrast, MD-BTES are designed for an optimal heat
storage performance. The wellbore spacing of the BHE is chosen to be small enough
to allow for interaction between the BHE, while maximizing storage volume at the
same time. The depth of MD-BTES is limited, as a longer dwelling time of the heat
carrier fluid in the storage increases heat loss (Welsch et al. 2016).
However, the feasibility and efficiency of MD-BTES have been proven by numerical
simulations so far (Schulte et al. 2016a; Welsch et al. 2016). Therefore, a pilot
MD-BTES system is under construction at the Lichtwiese campus of the Technical
University of Darmstadt, Germany, as part of the research project SKEWS (Seasonal
crystalline Medium Deep Borehole Energy Storage System). For this pilot system,
the construction of four medium deep borehole heat exchangers with a depth of
750 m each is targeted (Fig. 1). In case of success, the storage system is expected to
be enlarged to 19 BHE in a first and 37 BHE in a second stage of expansion.
Hydrogeological and geological investigations were carried out at the project site to
provide a simplified geological model of the borehole thermal energy storage system.
The software FEFLOW (Diersch 2014) was used to simulate the effects of the planned
storage site on the subsurface and test the planned loading and unloading scheme for
applicability. Geologic pre-investigation at the site suggested the presence of a fault
zone in the vicinity of the drill positions. Since fault zones can act as fluid pathways,
they can increase heat transport from the storage, decreasing the efficiency of the
operation. This study deals with quantifying geological fault zones effect on the energetic efficiency of a conductive underground heat storage system.
Since previous studies about the behavior and characteristics of MD-BTES systems considered simplified, homogeneous models, the real severity of the effects
caused by geological heterogeneities on the performance of MD-BTES systems is
not quantified. Since no specific characteristics of the fault zone are known so far, a
simplified representation of a fault was implemented into the model, to get valuable
insights into the impairment of the storage performance by a permeable zone. The
effect of the variation of the main characteristics of the fault zone (i.e., its hydraulic
conductivity and thickness) was tested in a parameter study to capture the range of
potential impacts.
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Test site—geological context
The project site is located in the southeast of Darmstadt, Germany. The geologic context
is governed by the main eastern fault of the Upper Rhine Graben, which divides the city
geologically (Fig. 2). The eastern part of the reported site herein is characterized by fracture-controlled igneous, volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Odenwald and Sprendlinger Horst, wherein the BTES site is installed (Klemm 1911; Greifenhagen 2000).
The Odenwald crystalline complex is the largest outcropping massif of the Mid-German Crystalline High and belongs to the northern margin of the variscan orogen. The
Frankenstein complex’s northernmost unit consists of pyroxene, hornblende, and olivine
gabbros and diorites on the southern margin. Its northern part underlying the city of
Darmstadt and the so-called Sprendlinger Horst is built of paragneiss, granodiorite and
granite (Dörr and Stein 2019; Stein 2001; Mezger et al. 2013). During the late Carboniferous and Permian, crustal extension led to the establishment of several intramountainous basins, later filled with sediments in arid climates in the area of the Sprendlinger
Horst (Greifenhagen 2000; Aretz et al. 2016). The resulting conglomerates, claystones
and sandstones of the sedimentary cover of the Sprendlinger Horst are locally interbedded with basalts as a product of permo-carboniferous volcanism (Al-Malabeh and
Kempe 2009). During the Cenozoic the regional geology was affected by the opening of

Fig. 2 Geologic overview of the Sprendlinger Horst and northern Odenwald (modified after GÜK300 Hessen,
HLNUG (2007))
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the Upper Rhine Graben (Schumacher 2002; Derer et al. 2005) and associated volcanic
activity (Mezger et al. 2013).
The western part of Lichtwiese Campus consists of granodiorite of the Frankenstein
Complex under a thin 2–6 m cover of quaternary sediments (Fig. 3). The upper basement
is characterized by a weathering zone with a variable depth of up to 40 m (Greifenhagen
2000). Locally, this zone might be even larger, which became evident by the drillings. It
is composed by the weathering products of the granodiorite, with monocrystalline and
lithoclast grains whose granulometry ranges from sand to medium gravel size. In the
North, East and South of Lichtwiese Campus, coarse to fine-grained sands originating
from weathered Permian redbeds unconformably overlay the Variscan basement units.
Previous research suggests the interpretation of the North–South oriented boundary
separating the granodiorites from the Permian as a fault zone (Fahlbusch 1975, 1980;
Klemm 1938; Kempe et al. 2001; Lang et al. 2011; Backhaus 1965). This fault or a similar
one was hit by the first of four BHE drillings recently.

Material and methods
The wider SKEWS project area is penetrated by several geotechnical drillings and
multiple groundwater monitoring wells. This data was extracted and evaluated from
the Hessian drilling database (HLNUG 2020). Hence, a first-order geologic and
hydrogeologic model concept was developed and implemented into FEFLOW.
Geologic and hydrogeologic exploration

A total of 325 drilling datasets from the archive dating from 1950 to 2020 were provided
by the Hessian agency for Nature Conservation, Environment and Geology (HLNUG)
and evaluated to gain additional information about the local distribution of the different
lithologies (Fig. 3a)

Fig. 3 a Drilling positions colored according to the explored lithology. b Geological map of the Lichtwiese
campus (modified after Klemm 1911 and Fahlbusch 1980)
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The evaluation of the drilling database allowed more precise localization of the
suspected fault zone. After surveying the litho-logs, the fault zone was assumed in the
eastern part of Lichtwiese Campus close to the planned MD-BTES. The information
gained from the drilling data was imported into the suite ESRI ArcGIS. An interpolator
was then used to create a raster file representing each geologic unit’s depth map. Since
only shallow drillings were available for the sedimentary Rotliegend in the east, a
thickness of 40 m on top of the crystalline basement was assumed based on a minimal
thickness of Rotliegend Sediments observed in drillings close to the suspected fault
350 m north of Lichtwiese campus.
To parametrize the groundwater model, data of 42 monitoring wells were used to generate transient contours with a monthly resolution (Fig. 4). The data were evaluated from
2000 to 2020. A monthly average of the hydraulic head was calculated for each monitoring well to integrate the dynamics of the hydraulic head.
The resulting single aquifer piezometric map shows a south–north direction of
groundwater flow, which deviates to the west at the North of Campus Lichtwiese
towards the URG (Fig. 4). The depth of the phreatic surface displays an average of

Fig. 4 Average groundwater contour lines for each month for the period 2000–2020. In red the FEFLOW
model boundary, derived from the groundwater flow direction
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approx. 5 m below surface. The model boundary for the FEFLOW model was based on
the groundwater contours and the flow lines of the groundwater table. The goal of the
chosen model boundary is to minimize the influences of the model boundary conditions on the BTES by providing sufficient separation between the boundary conditions
and the MD-BTES. Additionally, the model was extended to the North to investigate the
potential thermal influence on nearby water bodies like the Woog pond (Fig. 4).
Finite element model

The construction of the SKEWS system is planned with up to 4750-m-deep pilot borehole heat exchangers. This study was finished in the period of the drilling operation.
Therefore, a simplification of the complicated geological conditions that were entcountered had to be made. A preliminary study on the storage test operation performed
within the SKEWS project revealed a negligible thermal impact on the aquifer. However,
a step-wise enlargement to 37 BHE in total is envisaged after the successful finalization
of the SKEWS project following the pre-calculated storage models. Consequently, the
investigations within this study consider the regular seasonal operation of a storage system that comprised all 37 BHE. The BHE array has a hexagonal shape with a BHE spacing
of 5 m (Fig. 5). Due to their enhanced robustness in higher depth, coaxial pipe systems
are used in SKEWS. In theory, coaxial BHE is advantageous because the flow direction
can be reversed to reduce heat loss during loading and unloading cycles (Welsch et al.
2016), which could not be implemented due to the limitations of the FEFLOW-internal
BHE solution. Furthermore, a thermal insulation of the upper part of the BHE, for example with the tool BASIMO (Schulte et al. 2016b, c), is not implemented in the model for
reasons of simplification. The parametrization of each BHE is displayed in Table 1.
The FEFLOW model covers an area of 2 km2. Its depth was set to 1000 m to prevent an
influence of the lower boundary conditions on the BHE. A structured mesh of prismatic
finite elements was used (Fig. 6), consisting of 87 mesh layers. Moreover, the mesh was
refined around the BHE positions and closer to the fault zone to obtain better calculation results, where high-temperature variations or steps in the material properties due to
the fault displacement are likely to occur (Fig. 6). The BHE are implemented as a particular type of boundary condition, at which it is possible to add or extract a defined amount
of heat into the model (Diersch 2014). A dual continuum approach was applied for BHE

Fig. 5 Location and layout of the planned MD-BTES with the three building stages and additional
groundwater monitoring wells
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Table 1 Parameters of the coaxial borehole heat exchangers
BHE geometry

Coaxial

Borehole diameter

0.203 m

Inlet pipe diameter

0.1143 m

Outlet pipe diameter

0.1683 m

Refrigerant thermal conductivity

0.48 W m−1 K−1

Refrigerant volumetric heat capacity

4 MJ m−3 K−1

Computational method

Quasi-stationary
(Eskilson an Claesson
1988)

Fig. 6 Model domain with the integrated BHE and the discretization scheme around every BHE node

simulations. It features solving of fluid and heat transport processes in the natural subsurface with a 3D finite element approach. The BHE, in contrast, are computed using an
analytical solution (Diersch et al. 2011b; Bauer 2011; Eskilson and Claesson 1988), which
is coupled to the finite element mesh along with 1D finite element representations. To
ensure an optimal coupling of the BHE solution to the 3D model, the nodes surrounding the BHE (help nodes in Fig. 6) were placed at an optimal node distance (Diersch
et al. 2011b; Nillert 1976). The approach was chosen due to its robustness and reasonable accuracy for long-term simulations (Diersch et al. 2011a, b). In a previous study, the
simulations agreed with measured data (Mielke et al. 2014).
The geological drilling data were imported from the layer contour map as a point
set and interpolated into a meshed surface in FEFLOW. In total, five horizons were
imported: the ground surface from a digital elevation model, the base quarternary,
the base Rotliegend and the base granodiorite weathering zone. The displacement was
assumed to be constant with 30 m for the whole fault. Due to the postulated paleozoic
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Fig. 7 FEFLOW 3D model with the distribution of the lithologies

Table 2 Assigned thermal and hydraulic properties
Parameter

Quaternary

Rotliegend

Weathered
Granodiorite

Granodiorite

Depth (below surface)

0–5 m

5–40 m

5–50 m

50–1000 m

Vol. heat capacity [MJ m−3 K−1]

1.45

1.65

1.94

2.12

Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]

1.40

2.71

1.13

2.64

Porosity [−]

0.17

0.09

0.17

0.03

Hydraulic conductivity [m s−1]

3.7E−04

6.5E−06

1.15E−04

5.0E−08

weathering of the crystalline, the weathering zone of the granodiorite was continued
underneath the Rotliegend, but with reduced thickness (Fig. 7).
This geological model was created using the generated surfaces as a unit basis. One
disadvantage of the layered approach is that layers that the fault would cut off still
propagate through the whole model domain. The resulting errors were minimized by
fitting the respective material properties of the corresponding correct lithology to these
elements.
Hydraulic properties

The model is considered to be fully saturated. Three boundary conditions (BC) were
assigned. Firstly, hydraulic head BCs (first-order Dirichlet BC) were applied to the
northern and southern boundaries. Values for the hydraulic head BC were derived from
the groundwater head data as a mean of the values from Fig. 4. Groundwater recharge
of 170 mm a−1 was assumed for the top of the model, considering an approximate
degree of artificial soil sealing of 10% at the Lichtwiese campus (Beier 2008). Hydraulic
conductivity parameters (Table 2) for the sedimentary units and the granodiorite
weathering zone were extracted from pumping tests at the project site. The hydraulic
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conductivity for the basement shown in Table 2 is based on formation permeability data
for crystalline rocks (Stober and Bucher 2007).
Thermal properties

For the temperature, two first-order Dirichlet Boundary conditions were applied to
the top and bottom of the model. Accordingly, the temperature at 1000 m depth was
assumed to be 50 °C (Rühaak et al. 2012), corresponding to a geothermal gradient of 4 °C
per 100 m. For the surface temperature, the average temperature in Darmstadt for the
years 1981 to 2010 of 10.1 °C was used (DWD 2019). Thermophysical rock properties
for the different geologic units (Table 2) were derived from outcrop analog studies of
regional outcrops (Bär et al. 2019; Weinert et al. 2020).
Thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity are temperature-dependent
parameters. The thermal conductivity decreases with increasing temperature, whereas
the heat capacity shows the opposite behavior (Mottaghy et al. 2008; Schatz and
Simmons 1972; Ahrens 1995). Hence, both parameters were temperature corrected
prior to simulation (Vosteen and Schellschmidt 2003; Bär 2012).
Parameter fitting

A parameter fitting for the hydraulic conductivity was conducted, to adjust the hydraulic
properties of the model units so that the simulated hydraulic heads fit the field data.
The parameter fitting was done with Pest (Doherty 1994) using a pilot point approach
(Doherty 2003; Fienen et al. 2009).
Implementation of the permeable fault

With reference to the pre-drill geological and geophysical knowledge, the hydraulic fault
properties were initially set to low permeability. While drilling it became obvious that
the fault provides a reasonable hydraulic conductivity (e.g., large circulation losses).
Therefore, a broader range of fault hydraulic properties was implemented. Exact results
for fault permeability can be expected after evaluation of the drilling and pumping data.
The interpreted fault was implemented into the model using a discrete feature element. Discrete feature elements are 1D or 2D objects added to an existing 3D FEFLOW
mesh to simulate features with specific flow properties like fractures or faults (DHI
WASY 2009). Here, a discrete feature element applying Darcy’s law for the fault internal flow simulation was used. As concluded from the evaluated drilling data, the implemented fault zone only interferes with one-half of the borehole storage system (Fig. 8)
Variation of fault parameters

Since the fault zone characteristics are not well known, a parameter variation study was
conducted to investigate the effects of different hydraulic conductivities and thicknesses
of the fault zone on the temperature field and the storage system performance. Accordingly, the respective properties of the discrete feature elements were varied. In total, 15
models with fault zone thicknesses of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m and hydraulic conductivities ranging from 1
 0−3 m s−1and 10−4 m s−1 to 10−5 m s−1 were simulated. Fault
thicknesses were chosen to get a reasonable contrast between the simulation results.
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Fig. 8 Position of the fault in the model in the 2D view and 3D view

Fig. 9 Exemplary inlet and outlet temperatures for the whole BHE array

Borehole heat exchanger operation scenario

To obtain comparable results, a simplified loading and unloading scheme was applied
for every simulation (Fig. 9). During charging periods, the inlet temperature was set
to 90 °C. This temperature can be supplied by solar thermal collectors and describes
the upper-temperature limit of PE-X pipes (Welsch 2019). During the heat extraction
period, the inlet temperature was set to 30 °C to ensure the supply of low-temperature
heating systems. Each loading and unloading cycle ran for half a year (183.5 days).
The total simulation time is 30 years (10950 days). BHE were connected in parallel
to provide a constant inlet temperature for each of them. For the whole simulation
time, the flow rate for each BHE was set to 2 l s−1. According to some preliminary
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considerations, this value represents a good compromise between a comparably low
pressure drop in the BHE and a high heat exchange rate.

Data analysis

Multiple performance indicators were calculated to assess the efficiency of the
different models. Firstly, the mean outlet temperature was derived for the whole
BHE array as an average of all BHE. Heat is transferred continuously due to the
temperature difference between the heat transfer fluid and the surrounding rock.
The heat rate Q̇, which is the heat exchanged between the heat carrier fluid and the
surrounding rock, was calculated with Eq. 1:

Q̇ = �T · (ρc)f · V̇ ,

(1)

where ∆T is the difference between inlet and outlet temperature of the heat carrier fluid
with a flow rate of V̇ through the BHE array. (ρc)f is the volumetric heat capacity of the
fluid. The fluid parameters were assumed to be constant for the whole temperature range
to simplify the system. The total heat stored or extracted could be calculated by integrating exchanged heat over a charging or discharging cycle (1 year). The ratio between the
amount of heat stored and extracted is defined in Eq. 2 as the storage efficiency:


 QE 
,
µ = 
(2)
Qs 
with QE being the total amount of heat extracted and Qs the total amount of heat stored
during a period of 1 year.

Results
The sum of stored heat in the different model setups ranges from 456 to 463 GWh
over 30 years of operation, constituting only a minor deviation of approximately 1.5%.
The amount of heat extracted ranges from 318 to 326 GWh representing a deviation
of 2.5%, whereas the storage efficiency ranges from 0.69 to 0.71 depicting a change of
3%. The results for all models are shown in Table 3.
All models investigated display a typical long-term behavior for BTES systems
(Welsch et al. 2016). Since a certain amount of heat remains in the reservoir after
each extraction and loading cycle, the temperature in the reservoir around the BHE
increases throughout the simulation period. Figure 10 reveals that this leads to a
decrease in the heat stored and an increase in the heat extracted, which facilitates
the rising storage efficiency. This behavior is represented by a sharp increase in
storage efficiency in the first years of operation that passes over into a small yearly
increase in efficiency for the later simulation stages. The storage efficiency increases
in all models from just above 40% to close to 60% in the first year of operation. The
heat extracted shows a similar trend with a sharp rise in the first years and a slight
but steady increase over the following years. In contrast, the amount of heat stored
depicts a substantial decrease for the first years of operation due to the increasing
storage temperatures.
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Table 3 Simulation results of all models
Hydraulic
conductivity [m s−1]

Fault zone thickness [m]
0.5

1

2

3

4

Heat stored [GWh]
10–3

460.9

462.2

462.8

462.7

462.8

10–4

458.1

458.4

459.1

459.6

458.7

10–5

456.5

456.7

456.7

456.9

457.2

Heat extracted [GWh]
10–3

323.5

321.8

321.1

320.9

320.2

10–4

326.2

325.6

324.9

324.2

323.0

10–5

325.5

325.5

325.3

325.3

325.2

Storage efficiency [-]
10–3

0.706

0.700

0.698

0.698

0.696

10–4

0.716

0.715

0.712

0.710

0.704

10–5

0.717

0.717

0.717

0.716

0.716

Fig. 10 Storage efficiency, the amount of stored and extracted heat for annual cycles over 30 years of
simulation for a fault zone thickness of 0.5 m

Influence of hydraulic conductivity and fault zone thickness

As expected, the amount of stored heat increases with larger hydraulic conductivities
of the fault zone for all models (Fig. 11a). The heat extracted is reduced with increasing
hydraulic conductivities and fault zone thickness (Fig. 11c). Finally, the storage efficiency
is reduced with increased hydraulic conductivities and fault zone thicknesses (Fig. 11e).
When analyzing the effect of the fault zone thicknesses on the storage, it becomes apparent that the amount of heat stored increases and the heat extraction decreases with
larger fault zone thicknesses (Fig. 11b, d, f ). This, in combination, results in higher efficiencies or fault zones with a smaller thickness.
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Fig. 11 Influence of the hydraulic conductivity and fault thickness on the amount of heat stored into the
MD-BTES, the heat extracted, and the storage efficiency

Influence of the transmissivity

The transmissivity is the product of hydraulic conductivity (Kf) and fault zone thickness
(d) (Equation 3):

T = Kf · d.

(3)

The stored heat amounts in the MD-BTES show a steady growth starting at the lowest
transmissivities, reaching the highest capacity with 456.5 GWh (Fig. 12d). An opposite
behavior is displayed for the heat extracted (Fig. 12e) where the values stay almost constant at first and then diminish for higher hydraulic conductivities. Figure 12f shows the
same behavior for storage efficiency.

Variation of the Darcy flux

Table 4 illustrates the variation of Darcy flux for the entire fault surface for the simulated models. A trend with increasing flow velocities for smaller thicknesses and
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Fig. 12 Influence of the Darcy flux (a–c) and transmissivity (d–f) on the amount of heat stored, the heat
extracted and the storage efficiency

Table 4 Mean Darcy flux [m d−1] for the whole fault area for the four given hydraulic conductivities
Thickness
[m]

Darcy flux
–3

[10 m s ]
−1

[m d−1]
[10–4 m s−1]

[10–5 m s−1]

0.5

1.26

0.146

0.0194

1

1.23

0.140

0.0193

2

1.19

0.135

0.0190

3

1.16

0.132

0.0187

4

1.14

0.131

0.0185

higher hydraulic conductivities is displayed. This comes to no surprise as the flow
cross-section is reduced with reduced thicknesses. A more considerable variability is
displayed for heat stored for the models with higher flow velocities. Figure 12 shows
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a correlation of larger amounts of heat stored and reduced amounts of heat extracted
for increasing Darcy flux. This results in a reduction of storage efficiency.

Heat plume development

The temperature change in the vicinity of the BTES for a constant thickness of
0.5 m and varying hydraulic conductivities is observed for specific models (Fig. 13).
As a result of the charging operation, a plume with elevated temperatures develops
along the fault zone. As expected, the resulting heat plumes differ with changing
hydraulic conductivities of the fault zone. As a measure for the length of the developed heat plume, the transport distance in the fault plane direction of a 1 K temperature increase was chosen. For the models with the highest hydraulic conductivity
(10−3 m s−1), a temperature increase of 1 K can be traced up to 600 m. For the models with further reduced conductivities of 1
 04 m s1 and 1
 05 m s1, the heat plume displays a length of 140 m and 100 m, respectively. The maximum temperature changes
observed in the heat plumes decrease with rising hydraulic conductivities. For the
lowest hydraulic conductivities, the maximum temperature change mounts to 38 K.
With raising conductivity values, it diminishes to 36 K and 26 K, respectively.

Fig. 13 Resulting heat plumes after a simulation time of 30 years after the last extraction period for a fault
with a thickness of 0.5 m and conductivities of a 103 m s1, b 104 m s1 and c 105 m s1
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Fig. 14 Heat plumes after a simulation time of 20 years for a constant hydraulic conductivity of 1 03 m s1 and
varying thicknesses of a 1 m and b 4 m

Furthermore, the heat plume shape changes (Figs. 13 and 14). For the two models with
lower conductivity values, the heat diffuses elongated along the fault. In contrast, for
the model with the lowest conductivity, the heat is distributed locally over the whole
area of the fault. The heat plume size and temperature can be correlated with the measured groundwater flow velocities along the fault plane, leading to more pronounced heat
transport from the BTES. Consequently, this lowers the resulting temperatures as well.
When analyzing the heat distribution for the cases with a constant hydraulic
conductivity of 10−3 m s−1 and varying thicknesses, a very similar shape of the heat
plume can be observed for every model (Fig. 14). The temperature distribution is
changed, but the overall shape of the plume stays constant. With larger fault thicknesses
from 0.5 m to 4 m, the maximum temperature change declines from 25 K to 16 K,
whereas the heat plume expands from 600 m to 1000 m.

Discussion
Validity of the models

Of course, not all physical details can be represented, and certain simplifications must
be accepted. A limiting factor for this study is its simplified approach to fault zone
hydrogeology. Following Darcy’s law, the fault zone is assumed to be represented by
a geometric feature with a defined thickness and hydraulic properties. In reality, fault
zones usually consist of a fault core, where most of the displacement is accommodated,
and a surrounding damage zone consisting of fractures and secondary faults (Caine
et al. 1996; Bense et al. 2013). Depending on the lithology and secondary processes
like cementation, fault zones can act as fluid barrier or conduit (Scibek et al. 2016).
The damage zone is usually a permeable conduit for crystalline rocks due to enhanced
fracture density, while the fault core depicts low permeabilities (Bense et al. 2013;
Chester and Logan 1986; Caine et al. 1996). Additionally, the enlarged hydraulic
conductivities chosen for this study would represent an extremely permeable fault,
which is inadequate in the given geological context, as high clay contents related to the
granodiorite weathering were discovered in the evaluated drilling data. Nevertheless,
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the impact of such high conductivities was investigated to get a broader picture of the
influence of different hydraulic configurations.
Moreover, the discrete feature approach is a strong simplification of fault zone
geometry, especially for larger fault thicknesses. Since the discrete feature element cuts
the model on one slice only, they might cause an underrepresentation of heat transport
as a minimal domain of the model is affected, especially for the larger fault zone
thickness models. However, such simulations provide valuable information about the
MD-BTES system response to geological heterogeneity.
Another simplification comes along with the very simplified BHE operation scenario.
Nevertheless, realistic, fluctuating loading and unloading cycles would add unnecessary
noise to the simulation results obscuring the main effects affiliated with the fault zone.
Fault zone influence

The deciding factor is the resulting Darcy flux, which governs the convective heat
transport along the fault zone. For higher flow velocities, more of the stored heat gets
transported downstream from the storage, resulting in lower efficiencies. Additionally,
larger fault thicknesses also induce higher heat losses, which can be attributed to the
higher volume flow. Figure 12 illustrates a higher storage efficiency of up to 0.017 for
the models with the highest transmissivities. Minima in efficiency and extracted heat
of 0.696 and 320.2 GWh and a maximum in heat stored of 462.8 GWh are therefore
triggered by high conductivity and large fault zone thickness model with flow velocities
of around 1.14 m days−1. Figure 12a, b, and c depicts these correlations. The high
amounts of heat stored for the models with the lowest efficiency is caused by the
increased temperature difference between heat carrier fluid and the subsurface caused
by the heat removal through groundwater flow. The heat plume temperature and length
are also governed by groundwater flow velocity, which increases heat plume length and
reduces heat plume temperature.
During the assessment of the influence of the fault on the MD-BTES, it has to be
considered that the implemented fault zone propagates through half of the MD-BTES,
and covers a small depth interval given the total depth of the storage system. Considering
this, the effect of one highly conductive fault zone on the storage efficiency can be
expected to be much higher for smaller storage systems with lower depth-to-width
ratios, as a more significant percentage of the storage volume would be affected. Hence,
the thermal influence of local fault zones is limited for MD-BTES. Larger zones with
enhanced permeabilities in larger fault damage zones are probable to affect the storage
efficiency significantly. Additionally, geological heterogeneities potentially impact the
directional stability of the drilling process. Since a constant distance between the BHE is
critical for the efficiency of the storage (Welsch 2019), all possible causes for directional
deviations during the drilling process should be treated very carefully.

Conclusions
This study investigated the effect of a local, permeable fault zone on the energetic
performance of a MD-BTES. The results reveal that the impact on the storage is mainly
dependent on the hydraulic conductivity of the respective fault zone. The hydraulic
conductivity parameter controls the groundwater flow velocity, which ultimately
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regulates the fault impact on the storage efficiency. The lowest efficiencies can be
observed for fault zones with a high hydraulic conductivity and a large fault zone
thickness. In total, a maximum of 462.8 GWh and a minimum of 456.5 GWh were
stored in the simulated 30 years of operation. Respectively, a maximum of 326.2 GWh
and a minimum of 320.2 GWh could be extracted. This constitutes to a maximal
and minimal storage efficiency of 0.717 and 0.696. The small effect of the fault with a
maximum deviation of 3% in storage efficiency shows a general advantage of the concept
of medium deep borehole heat exchangers. Due to their depth, local zones of increased
groundwater flow only have a small impact on the overall system performance.
Moreover, areas presenting enhanced fluid flow can be thermally insulated, thereby
mitigating their effect on the groundwater. The influence on smaller size borehole heat
storage systems can be expected to be more pronounced.
Depending on the loading and unloading scenario of the BTES, permeable zones may
significantly increase the heat plume size, which is essential for the groundwater-related
approval process by local authorities. In this study increased temperatures of 1 K could
be observed up to 1000 m from the storage system.
In the future, further modeling tasks will be conducted in the SKEWS project,
following a detailed geophysical campaign to get a better picture of the local geologic
context. Following the project realization, the built model will be calibrated with drilling
and borehole logging datasets to implement higher precision models with realistic
loading and unloading scenarios.
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